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a b s t r a c t
In this study, the bounds for eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator on an L-shaped
domain are determined. By adopting some special functions in Goerisch method for lower
bounds and in traditional Rayleigh–Ritz method for upper bounds, very accurate bounds to
eigenvalues for the problem are obtained. Numerical results show that these functions can
also be successfully used to solve the problem on the region with other reentrant angle.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The eigenvalue problem of the Laplacian operator on a bounded two-dimensional domainΩ can be represented as
−1u(x) = λu(x) x ∈ Ω, (1)
with the Dirichlet boundary condition
u(x) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω. (2)
Eq. (1) is also known as the Helmholtz equation. It arises from separating the time variable out of the wave equation, and so
occurs in many applications [1]. There exists a spectrum of infinitely many positive eigenvalues 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ · · ·
for this problem.
Eq. (1) with the boundary condition (2) may represent the vibration of a fixed membrane in mechanics, here the square
root of the eigenvalue
√
λ is proportional to a principal frequency of vibration and the eigenfunction u represents the shape
of amode of vibration. Eqs. (1) and (2) may also represent the propagation of a wave down awaveguide (either acoustical or
electrical), with cross sectionΩ , where
√
λ is proportional to a cutoff frequency and u is called either an E-mode or TM-mode
in an electrical waveguide [2].
Nowwe consider the situation that the domainΩ is composed of three adjacent unit squares arranged in the shape of the
letter L, i.e.Ω = (−1, 1)2 \ [(0, 1)× (−1, 0)]. It is one of the simplest geometric patterns on which the wave equation has
no analytic solution. The eigenfunctions are strongly singular—all derivatives are unbounded—at the corner where all three
rectangles touch to form a 3pi2 angle as measured from boundary to boundary on the interior of the domain. The singularity
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of an eigenfunction at a corner affects the accuracy of the computation of eigenvalues. The image of the first eigenfunction
is used by the Mathworks, Inc. as the trademark [3].
The computation of eigenvalues of problem (1) on an L-shaped domain has been considered and discussed in many
literatures. Some powerful methods, e.g., Finite Difference Method (FDM) and Finite Element Method (FEM) have been
adopted in [4–6], etc. However, the accuracy is usually a serious problem when the region consists of a reentrant angle.
Some lower rates of accuracy with step size h on these regions have been presented in [7]. Although this drawback can
be a little improved by certain local refinement [8,9] or interpolated correction technique [7], both procedures are rather
complicated. Reid and Walsh produced an approximate solution for the smallest eigenvalue to six accurate digits from the
Rayleigh quotient combined by a nine-point difference formula [10]. Mason obtained the same approximate eigenvalue to
five figures by applying Chebyshev pseudospectral method after taking the conformal mapping technique [11]. Some other
complex approximation methods also have been introduced. But the accuracy and the error estimation are two main
difficulties for all these approximation methods.
The computation of rigorous guaranteed bounds for eigenvalues is also a challenging task. Goerisch developed a series
of complementary variational principles (enclosure theorems) for producing lower bounds to eigenvalues of self-adjoint
problems (see [12] for a summary), but none of them has been applied to the problems on an reentrant region due to the
difficulties of a priori requirement and also the choice of trial functions which satisfy boundary conditions. Behnke et al.
in [13] developed an enclosure theorem. Combined the enclosure theorem with a domain decomposition procedure, this
method could be applied to calculate bounds to eigenvalues on some more complicated reentrant regions which could
be bounded or unbounded. Although no method before can produce bounds to the eigenvalues for the problems on these
regions, themethod is complicated to be applied and the numerical results in [13] show that the accuracy is also unsatisfied.
Chi [14] used intermediate method for the L-shaped domain by embedding it in a square and using the constraints∫
uφidxdy = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,
where the integral is over the complementary domain. But the method suffered from its slow rate of convergence. Another
idea is to compute approximate eigenvalues first, then to obtain error bounds from some posterior inequalities. Sigillito
in [15] presented the method of a posterior–a priori inequalities. But for L-shaped domain, the method needs a lower bound
to the first eigenvalue of amore complicated problem [16]. Fox, Henrici andMoler in [17] transferred the eigenvalue problem
(1) into a polar coordinate form
−1u(r, θ) = −
(
∂2u(r, θ)
∂r2
+ 1
r
∂u(r, θ)
∂r
+ 1
r2
∂u(r, θ)
∂θ2
)
= λu(r, θ), (3)
and by using fractional order Bessel functions of the first kind, eigenfunctions u can be represented as
u(r, θ) =
∞∑
n=1
cnJnω(
√
λr) sin(nωθ), (4)
whereω equals 2/3 whenΩ is L-shaped and cn are undetermined coefficients. The eigenvalues are computed by truncating
(4) and requiring the trial solution to be zero on the boundary of the determinant of the resulting matrix which depends
nonlinearly on λ. The obtained solutions of eigenvalue and corresponding function are denoted by λ∗ and u∗ respectively.
Let
ε = max
∂Ω
|u∗| ,
then according to [17], there exists an eigenvalue λi such that
|λi − λ∗|
λ∗
≤
√
2ε + ε2
1− ε2
holds, which simultaneously produces a lower and upper bound for this λi. Some improved bounds are obtained in [18,19].
However, the difficulty of this method is that finding the zero points of a determinant will be harder as the number of terms
in the truncated series is increasing. The method of Radial Basis Functions (RBF) was introduced by Platte and Driscoll to
calculate approximate eigenvalues [20]. The upper and lower eigenvalue bounds could also be obtained by combining the
RBF method with some inequations in [17–19]. But in RBF method, one must find an inverse of a matrix of size N , the total
number of the nodes. As the number of the nodes is increasing, the matrix quickly becomes nearly singular and it becomes
numerically impossible to obtain the true bounds of eigenvalues. All these difficulties limit the accuracy of the bounds to
eigenvalues for the L-shaped Laplacian problem.
By the way, on expanding the Bessel functions, formula (4) can be expressed as (see [11])
u(r, θ) = c0rω sin(ωθ)+ O(r2ω)+ O(rω+2). (5)
For an integer ω > 0, this is an expansion in integer power of r , and all of its derivatives are continuous and bounded at 0.
But whenΩ is L-shaped, by substituting ω = 2/3 in (5), we see that, unless c0 = 0, all derivatives of uwith respect to r are
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unbounded when r → 0+. Although the eigenfunctions have this singularity property, it is obvious that the derivatives still
belong to L2(Ω).
In this study, the variational methods – Goerisch method for lower bounds and Rayleigh–Ritz method for upper bounds
– are tested for this L-shaped problem. Some special trial functions to satisfy the boundary condition (2) of problem (1) are
introduced and the numerical results, only under double precision, are highly encouraging compared with those obtained
by other methods.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. The variational form for general eigenvalue problems
In order to introduce the theorems for the variational methods and to apply them to the eigenvalue problems, firstly let
the general eigenvalue problems be represented in the following variational form.
A large number of eigenvalue problems in science and engineering usually can be stated in the following abstract way:
Let DM and DN be vector spaces with DM ⊂ DN ; LetM:DM × DM → R and N:DN × DN → R be bilinear forms.
Find pairs (λ, f ), with λ ∈ R, f ∈ DM , f 6= 0, such that
M(ϕ, f ) = λN(ϕ, f ) ∀ϕ ∈ DM (6)
holds.
Here λ is an eigenvalue of problem (6) and the corresponding f is an eigenvector or eigenfunction belonging to the
eigenvalue λ. Furthermore, suppose the bilinear formsM and N are symmetric and bounded bellow so that the eigenvalues
can always be arranged in a non-decreasing order with finite multiplicity
λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ · · · .
Remark 1. The function space for an eigenvalue problem with a differential operator, such as problem (1), should be in a
space of class Cn. Here in the variational form (6), DM is usually taken to be certain Sobolev space so that problem (6) is said
to be a weak form of the eigenvalue problem with a differential operator.
2.2. Introduction of the variational methods
The lower bounds produced by Goerisch method based on the following inclusion theorem.
Theorem 1 (Goerisch [21]). Assumptions and notations.
A1. DM , DN are real vector spaces with DM ⊂ DN ;
M : DM × DM → R and N : DN × DN → R are symmetric bilinear forms; N is positive definite.
A2. ρ ∈ R; J = {i ∈ N : i ≤ dimDM};
there exist λ ∈ R and fi ∈ DM for i ∈ J , such that
N(fi, fk) = δik i, k ∈ J,
M(ϕ, fi) = λN(ϕ, fi) ∀ϕ ∈ DM , i ∈ J,
N(ϕ, ϕ) =
∑
i∈J
(N(fi, ϕ))2 ∀ϕ ∈ DM ,
and the set {i ∈ J : λi < ρ} is finite.
A3. X is a real vector space; T : DM → X is a linear mapping; b : X × X → R is a symmetric bilinear form;
b(ϕ, ϕ) ≥ 0∀ϕ ∈ X, and b(Tϕ, Tg) = N(ϕ, g)∀ϕ, g ∈ DM hold.
A4. n ∈ N; ui ∈ DM with ui 6= 0,wi ∈ X for i = 1, . . . , n,
b(Tϕ,wi) = M(ϕ, ui) ∀ϕ ∈ DM , i = 1, . . . , n;
A5. Define
A0 := (M(ui, uk))i,k=1,...,n,
A1 := (N(ui, uk))i,k=1,...,n,
A2 := (b(wi, wk))i,k=1,...,n,
AL := A0 − ρA1,
BL := A2 − 2ρA0 + ρ2A1.
BL is positive definite. For i = 1, . . . , k, the ith smallest eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem
ALx = µBLx (7)
is denoted by µi.
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Assertion. For all i ∈ N with i ≤ k and µi < 0, the interval [ρ + 1/µi, ρ) contains at least i eigenvalues of problem (6).
Please Ref. [21] for the proof of the theorem.
The application of this theorem is based on the following idea: if ρ is a lower bound to the (p+ r)th eigenvalue λp+r , and
if the interval [ρ + 1/µr , ρ) contains at least r eigenvalues, then
ρ + 1
µr
≤ λp. (8)
Remark 2. This theorem is a generalization and improvement of the inclusion theorem developed in [22]. Assumption A4
is a main improvement which can be applied to some eigenvalue problems in order to obtain trial functions easily. If T = I
(I is the identity operator) and b = N in A4, it is the theorem of Lehmann.
The following theorems in [23] present some monotonic properties for certain parameters in Theorem 1, which can help to
improve the lower bounds.
Theorem 2 (Monotonicity of Lower Bounds with Respect to ρ). The lower bound ρ + 1
µr
in (8) is monotone increasing in ρ on
(λp+r−1, λp+r ].
Theorem 3 (Monotonicity with Respect to Dimension). Let {ui}Ni=1 ⊂ DM be a fixed set. For 1 ≤ ν ≤ N and fixed ρ , let µνp be
the pth negative discrete eigenvalue of the matrix eigenvalue problem defined in Assumption A5 in Theorem 1 corresponding to
the use of {ui}νi=1. If 1 ≤ ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤ N then
ρ + 1
µ
ν1
p
≤ ρ + 1
µ
ν2
p
≤ λr .
The calculation of lower bounds to the eigenvalues of (6) by this method shows that for an appropriate choice of the
quantities ui,wi, the bound to λp is also accurate when the numbers n are large enough, even if ρ is only a very rough lower
bound to λp+r .
The computation of upper bounds is relatively easier. It is based on the following theorem, which is represented in a
similar form as Theorem 1 in order to easily be applied.
Theorem 4 (Rayleigh–Ritz). Assumptions and notations.
A1. DM , DN are real vector spaces with DM ⊂ DN ;
M : DM × DM → R and N : DN × DN → R are symmetric bilinear forms; N is positive definite.
A2. J = {i ∈ N : i ≤ dimDM}; there exist λ ∈ R and fi ∈ DM for i ∈ J , such that
N(fi, fk) = δik i, k ∈ J,
M(ϕ, fi) = λN(ϕ, fi) ∀f ∈ DM , i ∈ J,
N(ϕ, ϕ) =
∑
i∈J
(N(ϕ, f ))2 ∀ϕ ∈ DM
and the set {i ∈ J : λi < ρ} is finite.
A3. α ∈ R,M(ϕ, ϕ) ≥ αN(ϕ, ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ DM .
A4. nU ∈ N; u(U)i ∈ DM for i = 1, . . . , nU ;
A5. Define
AU := (M(u(U)i , u(U)k ))i,k=1,...,nU ,
BU := (N(u(U)i , u(U)k ))i,k=1,...,nU .
BU is positive definite. For i = 1, . . . , kU , the ith smallest eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem
AUx = µBUx (9)
is denoted by µ(U)i .
Assertion. µ(U)i ≥ λi for i = 1, . . . , kU .
If the assumptions of Theorem 4 are fulfilled, then the eigenvalues of problem (6) can be characterized by the following
variational principle:
λi = min
V⊂DM
dim V=i
max
ϕ∈V
ϕ 6=0
M(ϕ, ϕ)
N(ϕ, ϕ)
i ∈ J.
The assertion of Theorem 4 is an immediate consequence of this variational principle (cf. [24]).
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3. Calculation of bounds
3.1. Variational form for Laplacian eigenvalue problem
Now let the following definitions be introduced:
D := {f ∈ W 1,2(Ω), f = 0 on ∂Ω},
M(f , g) :=
∫
Ω
∇f · ∇gdΩ f , g ∈ D,
N(f , g) :=
∫
Ω
f · gdΩ f , g ∈ L2(Ω).
W 1,2(Ω) in the definition of D is a Sobolev space. A Sobolev space W k,2(Ω)(k ∈ N) is a space in which the functions and
their weak derivatives up to order k on Ω are in L2(Ω) (see, for example, [25]). The boundary condition f = 0 on ∂Ω for
f ∈ W k,2(Ω) is treated in the sense of traces (see also [25]).
In Section 1 we have mentioned that although the derivatives of eigenfunctions are unbounded, they belong to L2(Ω).
That means the eigenfunctions belong to W 1,2(Ω). Then it is not difficult to show that the Laplacian problem (1) with
boundary condition (2) can be transferred to the following weak form:
Find pairs (λ, f ), with λ ∈ R, f ∈ D, f 6= 0, such that
M(ϕ, f ) = λN(ϕ, f ) ∀ϕ ∈ D (10)
holds.
Problem (10) is a special case of problem (6) in which DM = D and DN = L2(Ω).
3.2. Choice of trial functions
In the calculation, the polar coordinate is adopted. Now appropriate trial functions ui will be chosen.
From [17] we know u can be expressed as (4). To avoid using Bessel functions, which is not easy to be computed, notice
that
Jv(z) =
(
1
2
z
)v ∞∑
k=0
(−(1/4)z2)
k!0(v + k+ 1) , (11)
then (4) can be rewritten as
u(r, θ) =
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
k=0
bnkrnω+2k sin(nωθ), (12)
where undetermined coefficients bnk are independent of r and θ , and ω = 23 .
Every term in (12) is multiplied by a factor (r2 cos2 θ − 1)(r2 sin2 θ − 1) in order to make it fit the boundary condition.
Therefore, the trial functions will be chosen as
ui = rnω+2k sin(nωθ)(r2 cos2 θ − 1)(r2 sin2 θ − 1), (13)
where n and k are chosen appropriately so that the smallest powers of r are used. That is, for example, in computation n can
be set from 1 to 500 and k from 0 to 499, then a series of powers of r are produced. Let them be sorted in an ascending order
and then a first list of them is used in computation.
Trial functionswi required by Theorem 1 can be chosen as
wi = −1ui(r, θ) (14)
to satisfy Assumption A4 of the theorem.
Considering the symmetry property of the region, the trial functions (13) can be decomposed into three parts [3]:
• Symmetrized with respect to θ = 3pi/4, i.e. f (r, θ) = f (r, 3pi/2− θ);
• Anti-symmetrized with respect to θ = 3pi/4, i.e. f (r, θ) = −f (r, 3pi/2− θ);
• The eigenfunctions on unit square (0, 1)2, i.e. f (r, pi/2) = 0 and f (r, pi) = 0.
These symmetries are corresponding to the values of n in (13) respectively:
• n is not a multiple of 3 and odd;
• n is not a multiple of 3 and even;
• n is a multiple of 3.
In this way the trial functions can be decomposed into three parts and the order of the matrix eigenvalue problems
composed by the trial functions can be one third smaller. Thus more accurate bounds can be obtained under the same
machine precision.
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Table 1
The bounds to the first ten eigenvalues of the L-shaped Laplacian problem.
n The bounds from [17] The bounds from [19] The bounds computed here
1 9.63972388405 9.639723
96
71 9.63972384
44
04
2 15.19725201184 15.19725
20
17 15.19725192
66
59
3 19.739209185 (2pi
2) 19.7392088021789531
4 29.521481804 29.521481
17
05 29.52148111
42
38
5 31.912638831 31.91263
62
56 31.9126359
59
37
6 41.4745159039 41.474509
93
85 41.4745098
92
66
7 44.948509467 44.94848
80
76 44.9484877
82
77
8, 9 49.34803509 (5pi
2) 49.348022005447543
10 56.70961802 56.7096
12
08 56.7096098
90
18
Note: The third accurate eigenvalue is 2pi2 and the eighth and ninth accurate eigenvalues are 5pi2 . These numerical values were not presented in [19].
3.3. Computational details
The procedure of computing the upper and lower bounds of (10) can be described as follows:
(1) Select trial functions ui andwi shown in (13) and (14) respectively;
(2) Form and solve the matrix eigenvalue problem defined by (9) to obtain upper bounds to
eigenvalues;
(3) Compute or pick a suitable value ρ ∈ (λk, λk+1] for a selected k > 1;
(4) Form and solve the matrix eigenvalue problem defined by (7);
(5) Use the finite negative discrete eigenvalues obtained above to produce lower bounds to
eigenvalues according to (8).
In order to apply Theorem 1, some assumptions should be verified. Assumption A1 is easy to be checked. Let T = I (the
identity operator), then we get b(f , g) = N(f , g) from Assumption A3 of Theorem 1. When wi are chosen as in (14), A4 is
also fulfilled.
Assumption A2 is satisfied for arbitrary ρ, which can be proved analogously as those for Stokes eigenvalue problem in
Section 1.1.3 of [26]. But since the Stokes problem considered in [26] is in a cuboid region, in the proof procedure of [26], a
lemma is presented which requires the region to be convex or k-regular in order to prove the compact embedding. Here we
should do a little improvement for weakening the requirement for the region. The convex or k-regular condition should be
changed to satisfy the uniform cone condition and then the same assertion can be obtained (a compact embedding theorem
under this assumption can be found in Section 1.7 of [27], for example). Then it can be proved that Assumption A2 is satisfied
for the Laplacian problem in the L-shaped region by following the proof procedure in Section 1.1.3 of [26].1
Now the problem of finding a value ρ satisfying ρ ∈ (λk, λk+1] required by Theorem 1 is far from an easy task, although it
is simpler than to find accurate lower bounds of eigenvalues. One possibility is to obtain some values of ρ by some relatively
easier approximate methods with an error estimation as mentioned in Section 1 of this paper. But there is an easier way.
Since some eigenvalues of problem (10) can be calculated exactly based on the results from [19], the following values of ρ
are adopted in the computation of lower bounds:
ρ =
71 The 11th eigenvalue. n is not a multiple of 3 and odd,89 The 13th eigenvalue. n is not a multiple of 3 and even,8pi2 The 12th eigenvalue. n is a multiple of 3.
They are differently chosen because they belong to the different symmetry classes.
In the computation, 70 trial functions are taken in each part. The two-dimensional Gaussian method is applied as
quadrature formula with 64 × 64 Gaussian points on each unit square. The generalized matrix eigenvalue problems (7)
and (9) are solved by QZ algorithm. The all computation is made on a personal computer by using double precision.
3.4. Numerical results
The upper and lower bounds for the first ten eigenvalues are presented in the last columnof Table 1. The results computed
in [17,19] are listed in the middle two columns in Table 1 for a comparison.
The trial functions produced in (13) can also be applied to calculate eigenvalue bounds for problem (1) and (2) on a class
of domains with different reentrant angles. For example, the problem on a domain such as shown in Fig. 1 is also computed
1 The whole proof is not presented here because it is a little long and tedious and out of the main topic of this work. If someone is interested in this part
of work, please contact us.
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Fig. 1. A unit square with one eighth triangle cut off.
by the above procedure. In this case, the value of ω in (13) is 47 . In computation, fifty trial functions are used. The upper and
lower bounds of the first eigenvalue are obtained as
35.631515 ≤ λ1 ≤ 35.631522.
The numerical results are not so accurate as those on the L-shaped domain because the latter has some symmetry property
so that the trial functions can be decomposed to reduce the order of the matrices and more trial functions can be adopted,
while the region in Fig. 1 has no symmetry. The best numerical result for this problem which authors can find so far is
35.631 [7,28]. An approximate result 35.7294 was obtained in [7] by using the finite element correction method, while a
result 35.617 was obtained in [28] by using the finite element and Richardson extrapolation.
4. Conclusion
The Goerisch method and the Rayleigh–Ritz method are applied in this paper for computing eigenvalue bounds of
Laplacian operator on an L-shaped domain. Some special trial functions are introduced. By solving some generalized matrix
eigenvalue problems under double precision, the numerical results are highly encouraging compared with some other
methods. By these trial functions the methods can also be applied to compute bounds to eigenvalues for a class of domains
with different reentrant angles.
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